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The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in

their own words as far as practicable.

Answer Question No. 1 and any four from the rest.

1. Answer any eight questions: 2×8=16

a) Define register.

b) Write the truth table of NOR gates.

c) Convert (217.8)
8
 to decimal no. system.

d) How we can add two nos. (eg: A & B) using

NOR gates?

e) Write the advantage of using K-Map.

f) What is flipflop?

g) Design the two Exclusive gates.
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h) Find the gray code of (1011)
2
.

i) Subtract (10010)
2
 from (10001)

2
 using 2's

complement.

j) What do you mean by Race Condition?

k) State commutative law.

l) What is the use of Cache Memory?

m) What do you mean  by addressing modes?

2. a) Simplify using boolean expression:

b) Add the two BCD nos. (1001) and (0111).

c) Show that complement of EX-OR is EX-

NOR.

d) Implement the function : 

using only OR and NOT gates.

4+4+4+4=16

3. a)

i) From the above function F, find the

canonical form of S–O–P.

ii) Find the canonical P–O–S form.

iii) List the minterms and maxterms of the

given function.

iv) Draw the truth table from the given

function.
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b) Simplify using K-Map :

(3×4)+4=16

4. a) Design mod-5 counter using T-flipflop.

b) Convert D flipflop using S-R flipflop.

c) Design a full subtractor using half subtractor.

4+6+6=16

5. a) Design  a combinational circuit that converts

a BCD no. to a decimal number code of 8

4 –2 –1.

b) Implement the functions using a 3×8 decoder

and external OR gates.

F
1
(A,B,C)=

m

)

F
2
(A,B,C)=

m

c) Design a circuit using logic gates to generate

even parity bit of 4 bit nos. 6+6+4=16

6. a) Explain the Von-Neuman architecture.

b) Discuss various data transfer techniques with

the help of block diagram and timing diagram.

c) Explain the DMA transfer process briefly.

4+8+4=16
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7. Write short notes (any four): 4×4=16

a) Shift registers

b) Instruction Pipelining

c) ROM

d) Horizontal and vertical format

e) Virtual memory

f) 2-bit magnitude comparator

g) Demultiplexer

h) BUS

_________
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